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The invention relates in general to storage racks such 
as are used in warehouses, chain store stockrooms, and 
industrial plants to support vertical tiers of pallets, shelv 
ing, and the like, and has particular reference to storage 
racks of knock-down construction comprising plural side 
by-side pairs of front and rear vertical posts, plural pairs 
of horizontal shelf beams to interconnect the respective 
front and rear posts at different levels, and brace mem 
bers connecting the front and rear posts of each pair. 

Prior to my present invention, the shelf beams of stor 
age racks have, in most instances, been channel irons of 
I-shaped, L-shaped or U-shaped cross-section and there 
fore not suitable for the secure support of plank decking. 
In view of this de?ciency of the prior art shelf beams, 
it is my primary object to devise a shelf beam of such 
cross-sectional con?guration that plank decking of dif 
ferent thicknesses will be securely supported by the front 
and rear beams of a cooperative pair and at the same 
time retained against any fore-and-aft or sideways dis 
placement. 
To be more explicit, my improved shelf beam is sub 

stantially T-shaped in cross-section and comprises a lon— 
gitudinal body portion, forming the cross-arms of the T, 
and a side rib' portion, forming the stern of the T. This 
novel shelf beam is intended to be mounted ?xedly upon 
the appropriate posts of a storage rack in a recumbent 
operative position, i.e. lying on one side, with the up 
wardly presented horizontal face of the body portion 
adapted to support a load, such as a pallet, and with the 
upwardly presented face of the rib portion adapted to 
support one or more decking planks. The beam may be 
reversed at will be inversion so as to bring the opposite 
faces of its body portion and rib portion into up 
wardly presented supporting positions. By deforming the 
T-shaped cross-section of thebeam in such a manner 
that the rib portion is closer to one load-supporting face 
of the body portion than the other, it becomes possible, 
by selective inversion of the beam, to support either a 
relatively thick or thin decking plank on the rib portion 
in flush relation to the upwardly presented load-sup 
porting face of the body portion. In either position, the 
supported decking will be in edgeways abutment against 
the adjacent vertical limiting face of the body portion 
in order to restrain the said decking against horizontal 
fore-and-aft slipping. When the decking is composed of 
several side-by-side planks, the rib portions of the shelf 
beams may be perforated at longitudinally spaced inter 
vals to permit insertion of vertical divider rods to divide 
the beam into separate decking sub-sections and to re 
strain the decking, against sideways slipping. 

Another important object of the invention is to provide 
a multi-purpose structural member of the T-shaped cross 
sectional form just described which lends itself admirably 
to use either as a shelf beam or as a vertical beam-sup 
porting post, whereby front-to-rear brace members may 
be provided with terminal slots to embrace inwardly 0p 
posed rib portions of the mated front and rear posts of 
a pair of posts. Bolts, or equivalent fastening means, 
may pierce holes in the post rib portions and the end por 
tions of the brace members to secure said posts and brace 
members together. In this manner, a completely de 
mountable rack is provided. 

Still further objects, advantages and features of the in 
vention will become apparent as the following speci?c 
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description is read in connection with the accompanying 
drawings, in which: 
FIG. 1 is a front elevational view, partly broken away, 

of a storage rack unit composed of a cooperative set of 
vertical posts and supported shelf beams constructed and 
erected in accordance with the present invention; 

FIG. 2 is a vertical section taken on line 2-2 in FIG. 
1, showing the selected posture of each upper shelf beam 
for accommodation of thin decking planks and of each 
lower shelf beam for thick decking planks; 

FIG. 3 is a horizontal section taken on line 3—-3 in 
FIG. 1; 
FIG. 4- is a fragmentary exploded front elevational view 

of a post and shelf beam having modi?ed invertible con 
nector means; 
FIG. 5 is a fragmentary longitudinal sectional view 

of a modi?ed form of shelf beam composed of telescopic 
adjustable sections; and 

FIG. 6 is a transverse section on line 6—6 in FIG. 5. 
Referring now in detail to the drawings, wherein like 

reference characters designate corresponding parts in the 
several views, a typical knock-down storage rack unit 
having a minimum number of structural elements is 
shown. Obviously, any selected number of units may be 
combined in various arrangements to enlarge the rack 
laterally, in depth, and in height. 
Each rack unit comprises a pair of side-by-side upright 

frames 1il-—Itl and plural dernountable horizontally ex 
tending elongated shelf beams 11 interconnecting, and 
supported by, said frames. As indicated in FIGS. 2 and 
3 each frame it} is constituted by a vertical front post 12 
and a mated rear post 13 connected to said front post by 
at least two elongated front-to-rear brace members 14-, 
one above the other. The shelf beams 11 are identical in 
construction but adapted to be employed in mated pairs 
with one interconnecting the front posts 12 and the other 
one located at the same level to interconnect the corre 
sponding rear posts 13 of the pair of frames 1ll—ltl of 
a single rack unit. 
For reasons which will become more readily under 

standable afterward, the speci?c construction of shelf 
beams 11 Will be described before discussing the connec 
tor means engaging the opposite ends of the said beams 
with the supporting posts. 

Each shelf beam 11 preferably is in the form of a hori 
zontally elongated hollow shell or tube having impervious 
lateral walls of uniform thickness and being substantially 
T-shaped in cross-section. The said beam comprises a 
body portion 15 of rectangular cross-section, which cor 
responds to the cross-arms of the letter T, and a longitu 
dinal side rib portion 16 (also rectangular in cross-sec 
tion) projecting laterally from said body portion to form 
the stem of the T. 

In ?xed operative position on the supporting posts, each 
shelf beam 131 is arranged in recumbent position, i.e. lying 
on one side with the stem of the T in a horizontal plane. 
(See FIG. 2.) Each front shelf beam 11 will be mounted 
on the side-by~side front posts 12 with its rib portion 16 
facing to the rear in directly opposed relation to the for 
wardly facing rib portion 16 of the rear shelf beam 11 
that is arranged at the same height as said front beam. 
Due to this arrangement, the upwardly presented faces 17 
of the respective ribs 16 of front shelf beam 11 and rear 
shelf beam 11 serve as decking-supporting faces. Sim 
ilarly, the presently downwardly presented faces 17 may 
be used as decking-supporting faces by inverting the shelf 
beam. 

It will be observed that the T-shape of each shelf beam 
is somewhat distorted. Instead of being centrally lo 
cated on the side of the body portion 15 of the beam, the 
rib 16 is spaced at a greater distance from one of the 
parallel horizontal faces l8—18 of body portion 15 than 



the other. This is done. to permit accommodation of U 
decking planks '19 of di?erent thickness in ?ush'relation’ 
to the respective faces 18-18 ofbody-portion 15; The . 
faces 18-13 may be, termed “load-supporting faces.” be_-- > 
cause they customarily will serve as supports: for large 

from the comparatively light decking planks 19,; 

t , 5‘v 

‘ loads, such as loaded ‘pallets, orfthelike, as distinguished 

Above and below riblportion is of each-shelf beam, ; 
the adjacent vertical face‘of body portionlS serves as a . 
limitingrface 2G for abutment by the contiguousedgejof 10 
decking plank 19. . In this Way, fore-andaaft displace?‘ 
ment of the, decking. is prevented.’ . > 

Whenever it becomes desirable. to prevent sideways 
displacement of thedeckingplanksfll9, or to divide the 1 
decking at any level into side-by-side sections "for any 
reason, the rib portions 16 ‘of the shelf beams may ‘have , 

v longitudinally spaced vertical holes’ 21 drilled through 
1 them for insertion of verticaldivider rods 22 between any , 7 
'. selected adjacent decking, sections. Stop flanges 22a may ' 
be provided onrods 22 .to rest upon rib ‘portion; 15." I _ 

' . The presently preferred means to support the respective 
front and'rear; shelf beams 11 'on the'mated front and _ 
rearspostsrl2 and 13 of the‘, side-by-side frames ill-iii. 
of-eachirack unit is disclosed in United States PatentrNo. 
2,895,619; which issued on 'July 21', 1959,- to” Donald 
Frazier and isnow owned'by my company. As prac- ‘ 
ticed in accordance with the Frazier patent, each-‘front 
post 120i each upright frame It? has both front corners 
cut away ‘(at vertical intervals to provide vertically uni 
formly spaced pairs ofrectangular entrance vslots 24 that 

front and side Walls of the post. Each rear.‘ post 13 is 

25 

30 
are located atthe same leveland open through both‘the’; 

also provided with entrance slots 24 of similar form and‘ ' 

thereof.’ In the present instance, however, the. cross: 
sectional con?gurations of’ each , front post 12 and also 

~ Ieach rear post 13 is identical with that of each shelf beam 

For cooperation with the: entrance slots 24 of posts 12 i 
and'l3,:eachi end of each shelf beam 11, which corre 

, spacing which. open ‘through ‘the rear. and" side Walls . ' 
'35 

sponds to ‘the “stringer” of the Frazier patent, has a flat ' 
connector plate '25 Welded thereto in such a manner that 
its outer; vertical edge is flush with the corresponding end i 
face of said beam. Each-connector plate vis vertically j 
wide enough to span at least'two vertically adjacent en 
trance slots 24-24- of either post 12 or 13.~ A pairof ' 

I vertically co-planar ?at tongues 26-26 are formed on-T 

45 

each connector plate '25 to project longitudinally outward . 1 
fromthe corresponding end of shelf‘beam 11.31 The'ver- ‘ 
tical spacing ofrthe two tongues 26-26 of ‘each connector 
plate 25 is equal to the spacing of adjacent postentrance; 
slots 24-24 so that the said tongues are adapted to regis 
ter with, and enter, said slots in‘ the actrof ‘rack’ assembly. 
Engagement of the tongues 26-26 with a selected pair of 
entrance slots 24-24 may be accomplished by movement 
of a shelf beam lL'while held horizontalzat the desired 7 
level, either. from front to rear or endways. Each tongue"v 
25' is provided with a vertical anchor slot 27 in its lower 
edge to embrace the lower edgeof the side Wall of. the 
engaged. entrance slot 24 when connector 'platef2i5‘is 
lowered for that purpose. , 

Referring nowinparticular ‘to FIG. 2, it should bet. 
understood’ readily that the; cooperative top' shelf beams 
11-11 may be inverted to lower rib portionsM-l? ‘for :65’ 
the deep-seated ‘accommodation of thick decking planks‘ 
as shown being. performed: by the .bottom‘shelf beams ' 
11-11, either by rotating said top beams or by turning: , . 
themend-for-end about'a horizontal fore-and-aft axis. 
However, when any such inversion has taken place, the 

the side walls .of the’ post entrance slots vas intended. 
There. are two ways to solve this problem. One is to 1pro¢ 
vide one stock supply of shelf beams llwith permanent 

' anchor’ slots 27 of tongues 26ewill have become-upwardly. "70 
' presented and thereforecannot embrace the lower edges of , . 

75: 
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ly welded connector platesiihaving tongues'withjranchor I 1 
slots 27 that are downwardlyjo'pening when the'beam is > 

' in the shallowéseatposture shownwatgther'top .in FIG. 2 a ' 
a for cooperation-With a second stock supply ofishelf'bearns ; 
whose anchor slots are-downwardly.Fopening'when ar 

' ranged in the ‘deep-seat posture .shownzjat the‘lb'ot‘tomiin' ' 
V thefsamej?gu're?of‘drawing.' ' a ' " " ' ‘ 

Another wayTéto solve‘the problemii ' 

T-shaped cross-sectional structurein the: interest-‘of; con 
vertibility; Consequently,’continuous’T-section-structura , ., members ‘ may 'be produced‘; by‘ gextrusion" processes :and i7 .7 

then chopped into different ‘lengths suitable- foruse’aslz . 
eithershelf beams or posts; Moreover, atlsorne {stage in jff ; 

H the‘ manufacture of these stock structural'members, itomay“ 
be practical to drill,'pun_ch, or; otherwise provide the. rib Q , 
portions leer said niembers'withjthethrougnholes '21‘ 

previously "mentioned for >_ use in "shelf fbeamsé'lli Lforf ini stallati'oniof the proposed divider rodss2‘21,-,or for-alternate.’ , 

tive, use in posts, 12" 01113 to facilitate,'attachmentlof,the‘ 1, ‘ 
oppositeends of ‘front-to-rearbrace members, 14. thereto; I‘ 
.Bylarrangingbtheseiholes 21: at: carefully calculated inter.» ; r 
vals, they may;convenientlygservevbothfof:the‘ suggested; ' ' 

purposes, and ,a1soat least? one more purpose which _w'illI 
bedescribed presently} f ‘ 1 

'I When employing the l'T-lshapedi'structural >miembe'rs, "inf I’ v V 
‘the fabrication‘of ‘frontand rear posts. 12,v and,_13, respecgu _ 
tiv?ly’ for a Vertical frame Willie. ‘said postsgare car-ranged 
with vthe rib portions v1V6 ithereof facing ; inwardly {toward 
each other.‘ The brace-membersldftoibe used-ércproQ 
vided .with'lterm'inal .slots to’, straddle the Topposedfrib pot-'1 
tions 16-16 'of=the respective mated front‘and rearpostsf 
712 and 13V.‘ . A convenient, means ‘for; providing the slot 
at each {end off'bracc .menibe'rlllé is a; clevis;,3_0, which is 
bolted to said brace member. and to thefrib portioncof one a} 
of the posts through utilization ‘of; a selected hole 21. 

V ‘ Since, . for the mostv effective‘? front+to-rear bracing :of r L ' 

posts 12 and 13', it may be-desirablefto haveione or;more' ': 5' ’ 
brace members 14 extend horizontallyand. others arranged ' 
diagonally, theitelescopicarrangementofi-respective‘relw TY , V 

utively' slidable} outerandtinher sections, 29afand-29b may C ‘ 
V be employed'to permitadjustments in eifectivelengthof ' 

each bracemember ldtas aywholeg Towlocktheisections ' ' '29a3and29‘b iinadjusted‘ positions, 'a bolt?licarriedjbyj ' i ' 

outer ‘section 2%‘ may be engaged with,’ one" offaiseriesof 
vuniformlyi longitudinally spaced‘ holes in, inner section 2%‘. Y FIGS. 5 and 6 disclose a modi?ed ‘IT-section structural 

member intended . primarily ;foriuse ‘as ' aishelf iheam,‘ but 
which is equally fsuitedytotpost'construction; ’ Inzthis'in 
stance, shelf beam 11" isdivided'le'ngthwise into 'res'pecu 1 V 
tive outer and innerteles'copicsectionsfllzziand'11b; _To_ 
increase ordecrease the width of a storagerack-unitgithe ' ‘ 
e?ect-ivej'length of each lshelfibeam' 1-1! tfniay jbe adjusted ' ' 
;and locked byga bolt 32-whichiislengagedrwith'selected j V - 
registering holes-21 ‘in the rib-portions’ of both sections ' " 

11a and-i111), respectively.’ Thisg'actijon‘.represeiits;;the' 
‘third usejof-th'e rib portion perforations." V 

The versatility of 'mylconvertible'and c iripléiéty-de 
apparent.v V ' 

, :While the inventionhas'beenlillustrated andudescribedn ' I 
with respect to a-fewr particular 'ernbodir‘nentsjrthereofgit 'i 

w, . provideall ' f 

shelf beanis'lwwith the >iuniversal-typelof anchoring means ' ; 
shown in FIG. 4. ,VIn this-modi?cation, each-‘shelf beam? _I '1 
ll’ has disk-like heads 28-28,.formed,,onthe tongues ' 
261-263; of tits. connector vplate5251;‘which:tongues:are 1 '7 i 

a’ positioned, as‘ in theFrraizieri'rnodel, inrisiliitablyispaced‘ 
relation forre'gistrationwithan 'adjacentfpair of entrance"; ’ 
slots 24-24: ofa post 12tor 13, rDue-jto this structure, - 
the'lower'edgesj'of the‘engaged-entrance"slots24-24iwill ; V 
be embraced in anchoring-fashion between .thépheads?d-r ' .7 
28 otQtonguesKiZiW-Zi’J' andthe .adjacentgend'faceof con-j " 
nector -. plate 25" regardlessjof the‘iposturewofshelf: beam]: 7 

.11’, i.e. Whetheras shown-inFlQI-A or inverted. I, p T As shown in FIGSQZ and 3; l have made-bothftheshelf ‘ 

beam 11 and the ‘supp'o'rtingv‘posts -_l2}'andfl3fidentical in ' 

graéckashqudinowgbe .: clearly - 
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will be understood that it is intended to cover all changes 
and modi?cations of the embodiments shown which do 
not constitute departures from the spirit of the invention 
and scope of the appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. In a warehouse storage rack the combination of: 
a vertical post; 
an invertible horizontal shelf beam having a cross 

sect-ional shape when in ?xed load-supporting posi 
t-ion substantially resembling the letter T in recum 
bent posture lying on one side and comprising an 
elongated body portion of rectangular cross-section 
forming the cross-arms of the T and having a pair of 
?at faces lying in parallel horizontal planes and 
adapted to be inverted selectively into upwardly 
presented load-supporting positions; 

a longitudinal rib portion projecting at right-angles 
to one side of said body portion in vertically spaced 
relation to said load-supporting faces of the latter 
to form the stem of the T in a manner to provide a 
pair of ?at faces lying in horizontal planes and 
adapted to be upwardly presented selectively with 
corresponding load-supporting faces of the upper _ 
body portion to constitute decking-supporting faces 
with vertical co-planar limiting faces of the body 
portion above and below said decking-supporting 
faces for edge-wise abutment by the decking; 

and means provided on said port and shelf beam to 
support one end of the latter or the former in a 
selected ?xed operative position; 

the rib port-ion of the shelf beam being unequally spaced 
from the respective load-supporting faces of the body 
portion thereof in such a manner that decking of 
different thicknesses may be selectively supported by 
said rib portion ?ush with the corresponding up 
wardly presented load-supporting face of said body 
portion. 

2. Apparatus for constructing a warehouse storage 
rack comprising: 

a plurality of vertical posts; 
a plurality of horizontal shelf beams; 
the posts and shelf beams each being formed by ?rst, 

second, third, fourth, ?fth, sixth, seventh, and eighth 
elongated walls; 

the ?rst and second walls lying in a common plane; 
the third wall lying in a plane that is parallel with the 

?rst and second walls; 
the fourth and ?fth walls lying in parallel planes that 

are perpendicular to the ?rst, second and third walls 
and forming therewith an elongated body having a 
substantially rectangular cross section; 

the sixth and seventh walls extending perpendicularly 
from the ?rst and second walls in a direction away 
from the third wall; 
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the eighth wall interconnecting the sixth and seventh 55 
walls to form therewith a rib which extends from 
the rectangular body formed by the other walls; 

0 
the ends of the horizontal shelf beams being adapted 

to be demountably connected to the vertical posts 
to selectively upwardly present either the sixth or 
seventh walls of the shelf beam rib; 

the ?rst and second Walls of the posts and shelf beams 
being of unequal Width whereby oppositely disposed 
shelf beams may selectively support therebetween 
decking of a thickness equal to the widths of either 
the ?rst or second walls such that the decking is 
?ush with either the upwardly presented fourth or 
fifth walls of the shelf beam-s; 

a plurality of apertures extending through the ribs of 
the vertical posts; 

a plurality of braces each having clevises on the ends 
thereof; 

each clcvis being adapted to be bolted to the rib of 
a vertical post by a bolt extending through a rib 
aperture and a clevis. 

3. The apparatus of claim 2 wherein: 
the ribs of both the shelf beams and the vertical posts 

have a plurality of apertures therethrough; 
and means comprising a plurality of dividing rods 

adapted to be inserted into the shelf beam rib aper 
tures for abutting against the decking that extends 
between oppositely disposed shelf beams to limit 
extraneous movement thereof. 

4. The apparatus of claim 3 wherein: 
the cross-sectional dimensions of the vertical posts and 

the shelf beams are substantially identical; 
and further comprising additional sections of the same 

cross-sectional shape as the vertical posts and shelf 
beams, but having outside dimensions that are sub 
stantially equal to the inside dimensions of the ver 
tical posts and shelf beams, whereby the additional 
sections may telescope into the shelf beams or ver 
tical posts to extend the eifective length thereof and 
may be maintained at any of a plurality of locations 
by a bolt extending through a rib aperture of the 
additional section which registers with a rib aperture 
of the vertical post or shelf beam. 
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